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editorial
he idea of drawing by hand, sketching concepts to define form seems obsolete in contemporary
architectural practices. So it was a change to hear one of the speakers the other day at the IIID
Baroda Knowledge Series, acknowledge that he had made it mandatory for all young interns, to
draw by their hands during their first three weeks of joining his firm. For us in Design Detail, to
put a sketch on the cover is a first – but when you see the sketch by Russian and German architect,
Sergei Tchoban, we are sure that in our position, you would have also done the same. Nothing can
rival the imagination of a sketch.
And talking about sketches, Street Art is the new art! Where artists don’t have to fit their art into
architectural structures but where the structure itself is designed to serve as a canvas.
It is not possible to live and practice in Western India without acknowledging the role of Ar.
HasmukhC Patel, whose work is “woven into the views of Ahmedabad.”Simple, crisp, smart
and unpretentious, his work stands out instantly, amongst the mediocrity that is the bane of
architecture today.Simple materials, brick, concrete – were the hallmark of his craft.They are also
reflected in the work of his son Bimal and daughter Cenna.He is a no nonsense human being and
one of my heroes.
Two contrasting projects compete for your attention
– the tallest building in the world in Jeddah by Adrian
Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture, 600 feet taller than the
BurjKhalifa (which we thought we could not make any
taller) and a tiny brick Orthodox Church in Kerala by my
friend Vinu Daniel with its exquisite geometry.The three
petal footprint of the tower and its sleek streamlined form
can be interpreted as a reference to the folded fronds of
young desert plant growth.This tower which disappears
into the clouds, houses offices, a 200 room Four Seasons
hotel, 121 service and 360 residential apartments – creating
a unique multifunctional space.
ArchitectMridul’s Gandhi Teerth sitting in the Jain hills
in Maharashtra projects the Gandhian philosophy of
simplicity in its use of materials. Symmetrically designed
along a central axis, this building clad in Jodhpur stone
brings an order to the otherwise chaotic site.This project has
been awarded the GRIHA-ADaRSH Award for low energy
application for its use of fly ash bricks, low VOC paints, recycled plastic sheets, LED lights and
cavity walls.
The idea of recycling buildings is taken to its limits, where the underground tunnels with its 150
year old brick arches below the railway lines out of Waterloo Station is now an art gallery; a music
centre which can accommodate 850 listeners; and a tunnel for skate boarding. It is a unique and
extraordinary reuse of what has remained a useless and ignored space.
The father and son duo of Kamal S Malik and Arjun Malik, house at Alibaug is confusing at first
sight. But when you get under the skin of this C-shaped structure, the spaces that unfold are
simple, and flow into each other and the vistas beyond. The landscape over the roof integrates the
complex contours of the land with this rather special residence.
One of the world’s most celebrated architects, Steven Holl has built an extraordinary ”Raffles
City” in China with a built-up area of over three million sq. ft., which include five towers
thataccommodate offices, service a apartments, cafes, hotel and most importantly a large
public plaza. This project connects directly with the public transport, is people friendly and the
Sliced Porosity Block is a key contributor to Chengdu’s open spaces. It also uses strategic energy
conservation practices which is unusual for such a large commercial project and is a LEED GOLD
project – a lesson that our overzealous developers must learn to acknowledge and practice.
We also have a lot to learn from the architecture and environmental sensibilities of the inhabitants
of Jaisalmer. In this city, the recognition that water bodies were not just aesthetic but perform
larger ecological functions manifested at Gadisar and BadaBagh. Cultural heritage is established
in response to non-negotiable environmental responsibility, which is long forgotten in our pursuit
to be modern.
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In summation, we have a lot to learn from our heritage and culture and the architecture that was
manifest with their sensibilities. This is an appeal not to blindly follow the West but look inwards
to build a Smarter India of the future.
Architect KARAN GROVER
Chief Editor
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Text : Ar. Devika Hemalatha Devi

ne is likely to encounter the buildings done
by Architect Hasmukh C. Patel, woven into
the veins of Ahmedabad in rapid succession.
They are placeholders in the interstices
of a dichotomous city, equally recognised,
utilised, and held in pride, by young and old.
Be it Patang that dominates the skyline as a
herald of the City’s hospitality,or Newman
Hall and St. Xavier’s Library which highlight
the city’s reputation as a center of learning –
these buildings fit comfortably into the niche
of contextual architecture, while nudging
design forward. The man behind these
landmarks is a much-revered personality not just within the construction industry, but
across the state of Gujarat. His name holds
coin as much today among architecture and
design students across India, despite them
never having met him; such is the legend.

Newman
Hall

Hasmukh C. Patel, for all his present glory,
came from humble beginnings in a rural
setting. Though afflicted early by polio in the
left leg, rarely has Hasmukhbhai conceded
to the fact , instead choosing to reminisce
about cycling several miles to a nearby village,
running errands for his mother, cricket in
the ‘pols’, and playing truant to escape to the
movies. His father who was one of the few
civil engineers at that time ingrained in him
a sense of fastidiousness in workmanship and
construction, from a very young age.

© Catherine Desai

© Premsharan Patel

His education at the Maharaja Sayyajirao
University in Baroda, and his two-year Master
of Architecture stint at the Cornell University,
all served to enhance the meticulousness
he cultivated as a young boy. The careful
consideration he bestowed to design is still up
on display for anyone who chooses to dissect
his architecture. Says Dr. Bimal Patel, of his
childhood home designed by Hasmukhbhai,
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BHAKTI HASMuKH HouSE
Perhaps his most rewarding work, the Bhakti
Hasmukh House is a spartan two-storeyed
structure in brick and exposed concrete. With
an almost symmetric plan (barring the later
addition of a ground floor studio), the house
is inarticulate along its external façade. In
contrast, the inner spaces display the architect’s
well known work ethics and approach to a welllived life. The house has never seen stasis itself,
between a burgeoning garden and the constant
modifications to elements that no longer serve
their purpose.

© HCP Archives
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was green-lighted to head the firm, taking
over responsibilities from an ailing Gajjar.
Armed with the realisation instilled in him
by his professorM. B. Dave that every line an
architect draws costs money, Hasmukh Patel
went on to add his strokes to the ongoing lovestory between architecture and Ahmedabad.
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“the realisation that the dining bay is exactly
three-fourths of the living room bay, that
the rhythm of the aluminum strips in the
flooring unfailingly aligns with the measure
of the structure, that the shuttering pattern in
the concrete is rigorously ordered, all subtly
enchant the intellect.”

ABOVE

Newman
Hall

The stark honesty of Patel’s work ethic9 shines
through his architecture. His long and beloved
association with the academic fraternity
in Ahmedabad began with the Centre for
Environmental Planning and Technology
(CEPT). It remains a fondly-alluded
partnership in the annals of that institution,
bearing the likes of Balkrishna V. Doshi and
Dr. RasuVakil, and shaping much of the
gestalt of contemporary Indian architecture.

BELOW AND RIGHT

Bhakti-Hasmukh
Residence

Flanking porches on the ground floor are
shaded by a projecting upper-storey that is
supported on columns. The porches subtly wrap
the house in myriad shades of green imparted
by an exquisite garden. The altered design of
the glazed doors emptying into the porch, and
the design studio with its verandah and garden
views, are all by-products of the deliberate
consideration he afforded to his architecture.

© Dinesh Mehta

Bordering on brutalism but not quite getting
there, the beauty of Hasmukhbhai’s works
is stamped with his signature style that
3 itself in the form of soft
4
expresses
daylighting,
compounded with warm, earthy interiors
that highlight expansive vistas. Though often
accretive, his designs radiate integrity like that
of Sir Frank Lloyd Wright’s buildings. They
stand tall, rooted in strong convictions and
grounded by their geographic realities, never
once betrayed by the flights of fancy that
sometimes mar the most functional buildings.
NEWMAN HALL, AHMEDABAD

Designed as a hostel for the priests of St.
Hall adopts
His architecture is partly a result of the 10Xavier’s Mission, Newman
10
“H-shape”
in terms
of its spatial planning,
extensive travel that he has undertaken in his
1
9
2
9
around the time-tested quadrangle for
lifetime and is also a reflection of the elaborate
assembly. The dynamic balance between
soul-searching in the works of architectural
the chapel and the office core provide a
stalwarts such as Frank Lloyd Wright, Louis
directional axis to the quadrangle. The ‘arms’
Sullivan, Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe,
of the structure are an ingenious climatic
granted him the clarity he required. Though
shield. Protection from harsh weather
greatly inspired by van der Rohe’s elemental
conditions is afforded by a brick colonnade
and linear designs, by his own admission he
framing external windows. These support
was reluctant to ascribe to any contemporary
mt 0
2the
5
concrete slabs at lintel height, shading
movement. He chose, instead, to forge his
ft 0 5
15
internal
corridors
from
rain,
and
providing
own brand of architecture – “honest, yet
architectural interest in an otherwise stoic
elegant; contextual, climate-responsive and
building.
Exposed
brick used 12.Courtyard
within the
Ground Floor 1.Entrance 2.Parlour 3.Corridor timeless”.
4.Office 5.Dining 6.Kitchen 7.Pantry 8.Store 9.Room
10.Toilets
11.Conference
building lends softness to the dominating
The 1960s witnessed his return to India
concrete facades, effectively juxtaposing
and
professional
engagement
with
the stolidity of the Mission with the warm
AtmaramGajjar. Within six months, he
nurture of benignity.
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These also cordon off the sun and heat,
while welcoming the strong breezes
blowing off the Sabarmati, in a manner
reminiscent of Correa’s Leela Kempinski
at Thiruvananthapuram.
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CHINuBHAI CENTRE & PATANG
Hosting one of Ahmedabad’s novelty
restaurants, the Chinubhai Centre is a
landmark that stands as a fine example of the
city’s love for thoughtful architecture. It was
designed as a multi-functional commercial
complex and houses large showrooms, shops
and offices with terrace frontage. In tune
with the climatic sensibility endowed to
Patel’s architecture, the building’s eastern
façade is stepped to create garden terraces.

D

Defining the Sabarmati riverfront skyline
since 1984, the building is also the effort
of a close and successful collaboration
of structural engineering with design.
Patang is an umbrella-shaped, one of
a kind revolving restaurant, modeled
upon the chabutara. Almost poetic in its
conception, the structure was constructed
using the slip-form method enabling
an uninterrupted, ‘no joint’ concrete
structure. The revolving platform seats
135 people, offering up the cityscape and
riverfront in a blissful 90 minute rotation.
Eight arches of beaten copper cast a
diffuse glow upon the interior.
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The DENA Bank building, located on a linear
site, houses the local, regional and zonal offices
of DENA. The building is a massive structure,
backed by a simple plan and structural system
which was designed to reflect the corporate
image of the bank. The multi-storeyed office
tower rests towards the rear of a two-storeyed
platform; the platform then forms a forecourt
of sorts, much like an embrace that reaches out
to the visitor. The podium achieved through a
grand staircase, is split vertically by a suspended
concrete mezzanine and forms the banking hall.

8

Architect Hasmukh C. Patel’s architecture is,
above all, pragmatic – transcending the built
form, he is a manipulator of living spaces at
various scales, as seen in his UNCHS-awarded C.
G. Road Redevelopment Project, Eden Gardens
in Kolkata, or the Birla Cellulosic Township.
However, “exquisitely balanced living spaces”, as
Ar. Canna Patel attests, was his specialty. Never
a line astray or a material out of place, he has
managed to imbibe his clients’ lifestyle into the
designs he churned out with an approach that
reflects his devotion and love for architecture.
While he has taken a backseat in active
architecture, his love for crafting lifestyles has
never dimmed – choosing, instead, to spill over
into sketches, painting and the creative potential
of his computer.
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A complete collection of Ar. Hamukh C. Patel’s
works can be availed from the upcoming
‘The Architecture of Hasmukh Patel’ - an
illustrated and annotated compendium of 51
of the architect’s most significant projects,
many published for the first time. The
buildings included reflect Patel’s profoundly
practical methodology, combined with
an intuitive appreciation for the power of
form and space. He recognised that every
commission, regardless of budget, scale or
type, came with opportunities to further
architecture’s formal, civic and social agenda.
The book is both a tribute to the architect and
a contribution to the ongoing documentation
of modern Indian architecture; the gathering
of magnificent work done in the realm of
architecture that has inspired and created an
awareness among the younger members of
dd
the architectural fraternity.
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Ground Floor Plan 1.Public Entry 2.Banking Hall 3.Agent Room 4.Store 5.Telephone Exchange 6.Strong Room 7.Toilet
8.Electrical Room 9.Staff Entry
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Due stress was laid on an easily navigable and
open work environment. 1.5 m. x 5 m. flexible
floor plates enable an even, deeper penetration
of daylight, while close-set and deeply recessed
windows evoke a sense of security. In addition
to an image of corporate respectability, several
structural considerations dictated the design
– the most notable being the absence of a false
ceiling. Lighting and air-conditioning services
pass through cutouts, never once marring the
linearity of the building. The strict verticality of
the building houses the working offices of DENA
Bank, while cleverly incorporating storage
spaces.
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